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Show overview
Australian Premiere / Australian Exclusive
90 minute show – no interval

January 2017, at a nursing home in Munich, Brunhilde Pomsel, passed away
at the age of 106. Her achievements were pretty modest, although she was
undoubtedly a wiz at shorthand. How then did she come to emerge from the
rubble near Hitler’s bunker waving a white pillow case to the approaching Russian
troops in April 1945?

WARNINGS
Content

• This production may contain
documentary footage that may
distress some students

British playwright Christopher Hampton has fashioned an extraordinary theatrical
tour-de-force based on testimony of this resolutely ‘apolitical’ woman, who
worked as a secretary to Joseph Goebbels.
One of the last actively involved witnesses to the rise, fall and aftermath of the
Third Reich, Brunhilde is intelligent and likeable, honest and credible. She doesn’t
hide her youthful ignorance at the regime’s atrocities, her awe at finding herself
at the heart of power, nor does she show any false remorse. Her refusal to think
too hard about what was going on and focus instead on her own life, raises
confronting questions for contemporary audiences. As social catastrophe
creeps closer and only united action can stop it, how do we recognise that
moment? How do we seize it?

Christopher Hampton’s succinct
monologue is based on the 30 hours
of interviews which Pomsel gave
to a group of Austrian filmmakers.
Their documentary, Ein Deutsches
Leben (A German Life), was released
in 2016.
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Themes, production & characters
Themes

Characters

Key themes:

Brunhilde Pomsel played by
Robyn Nevin

• World War II
• Memories
• Morality

• Social conscience

Production
Style and Conventions
Monologue, with archival video
projected onto the set and live
cello used as transitions between
monologue.

Brundhilde Pomsel was a
secretary to Joseph Goebbels,
the Reich Minister of Propaganda
of Nazi Germany. She started
work at the ministry’s offices in
the Ordenspalais opposite the
Reich Chancellery in Berlin in
1942. In 2016, aged 105, she
attended the premiere of
A German Life, a documentary
film made from a series of
interviews she had given.

Music and Sound
Original composition for cello by
Alan John. Sound design system
by Jane Rossetto.

Set and Costume Design
Minimal set: basic bed, lounge
chair set as if in a hospice. Cello is
offside but on stage and light in the
transitions. A hanging grid frames
Brunhilde room and soft lighting
changes used in the transition.
Top: Brunhilde Pomsel at her typewriter. Bottom: Pomsel in A German Life documentary. Photographs: Blackbox Film.
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This education resource has been developed with links to:
SACE Stage 1 and 2 – the resources are created with links
and in relation to the subject outlines for:
•
•
•

Drama
English
Modern History

Links are made with learning requirements within each of these
subjects in relation to the knowledge, skills and understanding
students are expected to develop and demonstrate through their
learning.

A German Life provides teachers with the opportunity to approach
teaching and learning utilising a multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary
approach, i.e. covering an idea/topic integrating multiple knowledge
domains. This approach will enhance the scope and depth of
learning. The learning students undertake will prepare them to fully
immerse in the experience of the stage production – A German Life.
HOW TO USE THE BEFORE AND AFTER THE SHOW ACTIVITIES:

Drama students have the opportunity to delve into interviews and
historical texts and essays to be able to demonstrate critical and
creative thinking in the development of drama. The Before the
Show activities will provide support to evaluate and analyse the
production of A German Life.

Modern History students are provided with the opportunity to
explore and investigate the concepts of persecution and morality
through history. The suggested supporting texts for A German Life
also provide contemporary insight into the investigation of this
concept, which will then be brought to life on the stage.

English students have the opportunity to examine the presentation
of three different text types – film (documentary), print and script
and investigate how ideas and perspectives are represented and
the language and stylistic conventions used.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand and explore dramatic roles, conventions,
texts, styles, processes, and technologies
Apply dramatic ideas and processes collaboratively
to realise outcomes
Apply dramatic skills to create and present drama
outcomes
Explore and experiment with technologies to
provide creative solutions

Analyse and evaluate dramatic ideas, products,
and/or technologies
Demonstrate critical and creative thinking
in the development of drama

Stage 1 – MODERN HISTORY –
LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

1.

Understand and explore historical concepts.

3.

Analyse developments and or movements in the modern
world and their short term and long term impacts.

2.

4.
5.
6.

Understand and explore the role of ideas, people,
and events in history

Analyse ways in which societies in the modern world
have been shaped by both internal and external
forces and challenges

Apply the skills of historical inquiry to examine and evaluate
sources and interpretations, and support arguments
Draw conclusions and communicate reasoned
historical arguments

Stage 1 – ENGLISH – LEARNING REQUIREMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Analyse relationships between purpose, audience, and
context, and how these influence texts and their meaning
Identify ways in which ideas and perspectives are
represented in texts
Analyse how language and stylistic features and
conventions are used to convey ideas and
perspectives in texts
Create oral, written, and/or multimodal texts for
particular purposes, audiences, and contexts
Identify and analyse intertextual connections
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Theatre etiquette
The French word etiquette, and its meaning in relation to a code of conduct,
was adopted by English speakers in the middle of the 18th Century.

This can sound a bit formal but having an understanding of “theatre etiquette” helps
an audience know what to expect and how to get the most out of their theatre experience.
What to expect:
An usher will help you find your seat and you need to follow their directions. You will know the performance is about to start
and that you need to settle and be quiet when the lights begin to dim or you hear a voice over or sounds.
Turn off your mobile phone. Avoid eating or rustling food packaging.
Try to cover coughs and sneezes. Go to the toilet before you go into the theatre.
Avoid whispering to friends - save it for a conversation after the show.
Why does it matter?
•

It respects other audience members attending the performance

•

It acknowledges the hard work that it takes to bring a live performance together, by everyone. It often includes a long
list of people

•

It shows respect to the performers. Don’t forget – you can see them, and they can see you!

Does the same theatre etiquette apply in all circumstances?
Depending on the age of an audience the expectations can vary. Theatre designed for very young audiences, think 2 to 8
year olds, will have different expectations. Often the theatre experience for younger audiences will invite and encourage
participation. However, as the content becomes more complex and audiences mature, think 9 years and older, there is an
expectation that students will have developed an understanding of enthusiastic participation and deliberate disruption.
What makes going to a live performance different to going to the cinema?
Many audience members have probably been to see a movie but might not have been to a live theatre performance. The
BIG difference is that the actors are live and are there with you in the moment. Don’t forget to show your appreciation. If it’s
funny, it’s okay to laugh. If the actors invite you to respond, then it’s okay to respond. Sometimes it can also be sad so if you
know it’s going to be sad don’t forget to bring a tissue or two.
Photographing and filming is not permitted and here are some reasons why:
• It can disturb the actors on the stage and break their concentration

• Intellectual property is paramount. The production on stage is the intellectual property of the theatre,
therefore you are not allowed to take photos of it

• You will be missing out on the detail you can’t see through the viewfinder
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Performance literacy
Art is a means of expressing emotion, a way of transmitting feelings, culture, beliefs and values between the creators and
performers of the work and the audience. There is some art, which is created for the explicit purpose of eliciting a strong
emotional response from the audience. There are a myriad emotions that students can experience when they are viewing live
theatre from happiness to anger, surprise, annoyance, just to name a few.
Students might ask - but how is live theatre different from watching films in a cinema?
The difference is that actors are real people telling stories on stage, the audience is with
the actor in the moment. Recent research from the University of Arkansas, published
in Educational Researcher, which spanned two years and followed school groups
who attended live theatre performance or a movie version of the same story revealed
significant differences. Students attending live performances experienced an increase
in tolerance as well as a greater understanding of the plot and vocabulary of stories.
Live Theatre Improves Learning and Tolerance
As students engage with and watch live theatre they develop a deeper understanding of
the language of the theatre. They develop literacies allowing them to ‘read’ the gestures
and movements of a performer, develop an understanding of the intention of the set,
costume, or lighting designer, or reflect on what the playwright or director’s intended
meaning of a setting or character could be. The Before the Show activities, for the
Adelaide Festival show you are attending, are designed to support students to develop
these literacy skills, knowledge and understanding.
The After the Show activities are designed to provide students with the opportunity
to discuss, analyse and comprehend their responses to the show. Having a strong
knowledge and understanding of theatre terminology will support students.
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Getting Started
Prior to getting started it is important to consider the content that students will encounter in their investigations.

Sometimes, it is difficult to view aspects of history and incidents that were catastrophic
for the people involved. The content for exploration and investigation and the viewing of
the documentary and stage performance of A German Life contains images and information
that may be difficult for some students to view and/or discuss. However, the aim of the
learning resource is to support students in their development of a deeper understanding
of the issues with the hope they will become considered interpreters of history.
LOOKING BACK – A HISTORICAL VIEW

Although the World War II Holocaust is
considered one of the darkest chapters in
human existence there have been other times
in history where people have been persecuted,
sub humanised and exterminated because of
their race and or beliefs. The following activity
supports students to explore and investigate
these events to identify common themes
and patterns.
Working with a partner:

Students investigate how different groups of
people throughout history have been denied
the right of existence and relegated to being
sub human.
Sub humanisation
The process of defining, describing and
treating certain individuals as less than
human, which has justified practices
including institutionalisation, sterilisation,
social segregation and abuse.

Working with a partner,
students research and record:

• What is life like for the person they
are researching?
• What was life like for others in the
time and place they have been
given?

IMAGINE YOURSELF
Working with a partner

Select an envelope with a
country written on the outside.

Together the students will open
their envelopes to reveal the year
they are researching and the
race, ethnicity, and gender of the
person they will find out about.

• Is there information about how
people were sub humanised?

• How were the people impacted by
the events of the time and place
they are in?
• How did other countries or other
people in their country react to
what was happening?
• How has history recorded these
events?
• How did the event change the
country?

• What was it that enabled one group
of human beings to treat another
group as though they were sub
human creatures?

Resources to prepare

• Print the table of historical
information provided.

• Prepare envelopes with the
country on the outside of the
envelope and corresponding
information inside the
envelope.

• A historical selection has been
provided ranging from the
1600’s to the 21st century.
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Getting Started
Working with their partner
students decide how to present
their research to the whole
class, is it a:
• Poster presentation
• Video

• Dramatised presentation
After the presentations

As a whole class discuss the
following:

• Any patterns or common
themes that emerged from the
presentations
• How did others in that time
and place react to what was
happening?

• Did what happen change that
society and if so, how and why
and if not – why not?
• Did society learn from those
events?

The word genocide was first
coined in 1944 by the Polish
writer Raphael Lemkin.
Geno – from the Greek word
for race or tribe
Cide – from the Latin word
for killing.

How helpful are warnings from history?

There are moments in history when people actually
sit down and ask “What is a good society?”

In February 2017, Hannah Arendt’s book The
Origins of Totalitarianism was flying off the
bookshelves after Donald Trump’s inauguration,
even Amazon briefly ran out of the book. You can
only imagine that the purchasers of her book were
looking to understand what Trump’s presidency
could mean for them.
Arendt was born in Germany into a Jewish family
and fled the country when Hitler came into power.
She was one of the first political theorists to
analyse how totalitarianism political movements
could rise in the early 20th century.

Hannah Arendt’s work suggests that we as a
society must remain alert. While history records
these events neatly on a timeline the reality is that
these changes happen little by little and we need
to watch out for the signs of loss of liberty. Arendt
also noted that art can act as an alarm call.

“Those who cannot
remember the past are
condemned to repeat it”
Jorge Agustín Nicolás Ruiz de
Santayana Borrás,
20th Century thinker

“In an ever-changing,
incomprehensible
world, the masses had
reached the point where
they would, at the same
time, believe everything
and nothing, think that
everything was possible
and nothing was true.”
Hannah Arendt, 1906 - 1975

Less Than Human: The Psychology of Cruelty 29 March 2011

During the Holocaust, Nazis referred to Jews as rats. Hutus involved in the Rwanda
genocide called Tutsis cockroaches. Slave owners throughout history considered
slaves subhuman animals. The author, David Livingstone Smith argues that it's
important to define and describe dehumanization, because it's what opens the door
for cruelty and genocide.

https://www.npr.org/2011/03/29/134956180/criminals-see-their-victims-as-less-than-human
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A German Life – the documentary
Ein deutsches Leben (A German Life)
is a Austrian documentary in
which four directors interview a
contemporary witness: Brunhilde
Pomsel. She was the personal
stenographer to Propaganda Minister
Joseph Goebbels during the last
three years of World War II.

What made this documentary different
was that the makers of A German
Life; “… were never concerned with
her personal guilt or with exposing
her as a Nazi.” In fact what they were
interested in was “… confronting
the viewer with the question of how
quickly people can become involved
in something. What matters is less the
process of self-reflection in hindsight
than the essential question of when
the moment comes that a society
as a whole has to rise up and act.”
The filmmakers wanted the viewer
to question – how quickly they could
become a fellow traveller, indifferent
to others with a lack of empathy.

The story of Pomsel’s life
demonstrates “…with quiet
understanding the way evil
can slide into a country and
take hold.”
Financial Times

YOUNG PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT
TO ADULTS
Individually students:

Access and read the following two
articles:

1. Read a story about the youngest
person executed for defying the
Nazis and what he did to resist their
propaganda. By Erin Blakemore, 27
October 2017.
https://www.history.com/news/meetthe-youngest-person-executed-fordefying-the-nazis

2. Information about what the Nazis did to
influence the lives of young people in
Nazi Germany. https://www.bbc.co.uk/
bitesize/guides/z897pbk/revision/1
Students should contemplate the issues
that it raised for them and then complete
the form – What young people think. (no
names)
In small groups

Students share and read their completed
unnamed questionnaires.

• Was there anything that surprised you?

• Did everyone agree – if not, why do you
think they didn’t?
As a whole class

Share the group discussions with
the whole class.

As a whole class:

Watch the documentary A German Life.
(Rent or buy on Amazon or itunes)

The film is minimalist, in contrasted blackand-white. The long interview stretches
are interspersed with short documentary
sequences from the Nazi era, including
propaganda films and Allied film material
documenting the liberation of the
concentration camps.
Working in small groups

After watching the documentary discuss
and record on large A3 sheets their
responses to the following two questions:
• What would you do in her situation?
• How willing would you be to take a
stand?
Pair share – sort of!

Students pass their notes on to another
group.
• What is similar or different?

• Are there any questions you have?
Students swap again with another group.
• What is similar or different?

• Are there any questions you have?
As a whole class they discuss their
observations and questions.
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Read an Interview with Christopher Hampton where he talks about
Youth Without God, The Son and A German Life. – 5 September 2019
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Working with a partner or individually
Christopher James Hampton is a British
playwright, screenwriter, translator and film
director. He is best known for his play Les
Liaisons Dangereuses based on the novel
of the same name and the film version
Dangerous Liaisons, which received the
Academy Award for Best Adapted Screenplay.

Christopher Hampton

Background information about Hampton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Christopher_Hampton
https://www.imdb.com/name/
nm0358960/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm

Students discuss what they have researched and then write the
opening scene for their stage play that’s inspired by:
• Research they have completed in their activities
• The documentary film

• Other contemporary issues of interest they want to tell a story about

Would you say the play is really about
truth and morality then?

“Well, it's about maintaining your integrity
in an insane society, in a society like Nazi
Germany or any others you can think
of right now – there are many alarming
developments of late” Christopher Hampton
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Analyse & apply
Guidelines for
Students

Get writing

ACT 1
Scene 1

• Know your character/s well – just like you know your best friend. How would the
person you know react to the situation in your story?

The opening scene is very important as
it must engage the audience’s attention
right from the very beginning.
There are two key questions that need
to be answered:
1. What impact do you as the writer
want the scene to have on the
audience

2. What purpose does the opening
scene have in relation to the rest of
the story
• Do you want to shock the
audience? What tension do you
want to create?
• How are you going to engage
the audience?
Think about and discuss
• The back story

• How to set the scene and location
for your audience
• How many actors are needed to
tell the story

• What stage directions will be required

The research has been completed and the scene and location has been decided.
The next step is to start writing:

• Dialogue is central to the story and it needs to sound natural
Editing

• Big tip is to read it out loud – does it sound like your character?

• Prepare and copy script for the first reading (how many copies will you need?)
A table reading

A table reading is just that. Actors sit around a table with the script. They remain
seated the entire time and the performances are done through their voices.
All stage directions are read by someone. There is no physical action.
Any physical actions are read by the person reading the stage directions.

NOTE: Sometimes, in a table reading the audience is directed to close their eyes so
they can focus on the writer’s words.
Staged readings

A staged reading is a form of theatre without sets or full costumes. The actors,
who read from scripts, may be seated, stand in fixed positions, or incorporate
minimal stage movement.
All play readings should receive
feedback to assist with further drafts
of their opening scene.

Before attending the performance of A
German Life, students should be directed
to focus on the opening scene and think
about how the writer, director and actor
engages them in the opening moments.

Feedback

Audience feedback contributes
to the process.

Good ideas often result from
discussions of plays and a great
suggestion is worth trying.
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Questions to ponder
QUESTIONS TO PONDER
Individually students write about their
reactions to the performance:

• Which moral principles would you sacrifice

to gain rapid promotion and a higher salary?

• What would you do in Pomsel’s situation?
• How willing would you be to take a stand?

• How much would you remember you knew?
Moral principle

The principles of right and
wrong that are accepted by an
individual or a social group.
Working in small groups

Students discuss, share and record
(individually) :
• what they remember about the
opening scene

• If you were the director is there
anything you would do differently?
Their own opening scene

After viewing the performance and based
on discussions and feedback, students
return to the writing of their opening
scene script and prepare a final edit.

Critical response
to theatre
Drama is a dynamic practice and responding to live theatre supports
students to become better dramatic artists. Links are provided to a
number of resources to support students write a review and response
to A German Life. A framework to support students to plan and develop
their critical responses is provided.
Guide for Writing a Theatre Response

NOTE: Encouraging students to consider why they felt
the show or individual scenes were “hilarious”, “surprising”,
“boring” or “suspenseful” is a crucial step in learning how
to interrogate their ‘gut’ responses and apply reasoning,
evidence and judgement when critically analysing a work.

“Nowadays I don’t think
people would be stupid
enough to fall for the
kind of nonsense we
fell for,” says Pomsel.
The uneasy laugh
it prompts speaks
volumes.
Financial Times – UK
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Writer Christopher Hampton

Director Neil Armfield

Hampton’s many screenplays include Dangerous Liaisons,
Total Eclipse, The Quiet American, Atonement, Chéri and A
Dangerous Method. His television work includes adaptations
of The History Man, Hôtel du Lac and The Thirteenth Tale.

Neil is a celebrated director of theatre and was co-founder of
Sydney’s Belvoir Theatre and its Artistic Director for 17 years,
during which time he directed over 50 productions. Highlights
include Cloudstreet, Diary of a Madman, Exit the King, The
Book of Everything, The Judas Kiss, The Secret River and King
Lear. Neil’s films include Candy, which screened at numerous
international film festivals including Berlin, Toronto and London
and Holding the Man which won the Grand Jury Prize at Montreal
LGBT Film Festival.

Christopher Hampton wrote his first play at the age
of eighteen. Since then, his plays have included The
Philanthropist, Savages, Tales from Hollywood, Les
Liaisons Dangereuses, White Chameleon, The Talking Cure,
Appomattox and All About Eve. He has written the libretti for
three Philip Glass operas and co-written three musicals and
translated plays by Ibsen, Molière, von Horváth, Chekhov,
Yasmina Reza, Daniel Kehlmann and Florian Zeller. His plays,
musicals and translations have garnered four Tony Awards,
three Olivier Awards, five Evening Standard Awards and the
New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award.

Prizes for his film and television work include an Oscar, two
BAFTAs, a Writers’ Guild of America Award, the Prix Italia, a
Special Jury Award at the Cannes Film Festival, Hollywood
Screenwriter of the Year, and The Collateral Award at the
Venice Film Festival for Best Literary Adaptation.

Neil Armfield has directed for many opera companies including
Welsh National Opera, Canadian Opera Company, the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden, English National Opera,
Washington National Opera, Houston Grand Opera, Lyric Opera
of Chicago, Opera Australia, West Australian Opera and the world
premiere of Brett Dean’s Hamlet for Glyndebourne Festival.

Neil has been awarded an officer of the Order of Australia for
his service to the arts. He is the recipient of ten prestigious
Helpmann Awards for Best Director, and honorary Doctorates
in Literature from the Universities of Adelaide, Sydney and New
South Wales. Neil is Co-Artistic Director of the Adelaide Festival.
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Associate Director Chris Parker

Chris Parker is a director and graduate of the Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts. He recently
directed the 25th Anniversary concert of Jekyll and
Hyde starring Jemma Rix and Anthony Warlow, and a
critically acclaimed production of Oklahoma! at the State
Theatre, Melbourne.

His work credits include Thoroughly Modern Millie,
Sondheim on Sondheim, The Irish Boy, The Graduate, Les
Misérables, Cry Baby, The Matchmaker, The Bodyguard,
Avenue Q, Georgy Girl, Moonshadow, Twisted Broadway,
The Last Five Years, Atlantis, Happy People, Blood
Brothers, The Gathering, and a much-touted production
of Paul Sirett’s play Bad Blood Blues.

Starring Robyn Nevin

One of the greats, Robyn Nevin’s career spans almost sixty years
in theatre, film and television. Robyn has played leading roles at
all of Australia’s major theatre companies, in London’s West End
and Carnegie Hall in New York. Her credits include A Streetcar
Named Desire, A Long Days Journey Into Night, Lally Katz’
Neighbourhood Watch, Suddenly Last Summer, Queen Lear, My
Fair Lady Directed By Julie Andrews, And Oklahoma! Robyn’s
recent television credits include Back In Very Small Business,
Cleverman, Jane Campion’s Top Of The Lake And 3 Seasons
Of Upper Middle Bogan. She can most recently be seen in the
feature film Relic, and Foxtel’s The End.
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Meet the company
Composer
Alan John

Alan is one of Australia’s most prolific composers for theatre, opera,
television and film. Theatre credits include, Things I Know To Be True,
Twelfth Night, Summer Of The Seventeenth Doll, Stuff Happens, Once
In Royal David’s City, The Judas Kiss (Belvoir); I’m Not Running (National
Theatre London); Machu Picchu, Orlando, The Season At Sarsaparilla,
Mother Courage, Hedda Gabler (Sydney Theatre Company); Hamlet, As You
Like It, The Winter’s Tale, Much Ado About Nothing (Bell Shakespeare).
Opera credits include The Eighth Wonder (Opera Australia), How to Kill Your
Husband, Through the Looking Glass (Victorian Opera/Malthouse Theatre).
Musical Theatre credits include The Adventures of Snugglepot and
Cuddlepie, Jonah Jones, Frankie – An Opera for Young People, Can You
Hear Colour?

Film credits include Holding the Man, Looking For Alibrandi, The Bank, and
the Recent Storm Boy.
TV credits include The Shark Net, The Farm, and The Beautiful Lie.

Lighting Designer
Nigel Levings

Nigel Levings is the only Australian lighting designer to have won
Broadway’s prestigious Tony Award. In a distinguished career he has lit over
440 productions including 140 operas and 25 musicals.
Levings has lit opera in St Petersburg, Paris, Washington, London, Cardiff,
Berlin, Baden Baden, Innsbruck, Bregenz, New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Houston, Dallas, Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne and Toronto.
He is a Fellow of the Illuminating Engineering Society. Awards include a
Helpmann Award, a Green Room Award, an Ovation, a Dora Mava Moore,
2 Outer Circle Critics Awards, a Drama Desk and a Tony.
Recent Work Includes Tartuffe State Theatre Company; 170 Days In
Nanjing Jiangsu Performing Arts, China; Hydra Queensland Theatre; Les
Miserables Queensland Conservatorium; Memorial Brink and Adelaide
Festival and Romeo Et Juliette Korean National Opera, Seoul.

Set & Costume Designer
Dale Ferguson

Dale has worked extensively with major theatre and
opera companies around the world. Theatre credits
include; The Broadway season of Exit the King, the
English tour of The Convict Opera and the West
End transfer of The Judas Kiss. Recent productions
include L’Appartement (Queensland Theatre),
Oklahoma (The Production Company), Counting
and Cracking, Sami in Paradise, The Blind Giant is
Dancing, (Belvoir) An Ideal Husband, Born Yesterday,
Cosi, The Weir, The Speechmaker, The Crucible,
Top Girls, The Drowsy Chaperone, God of Carnage,
August: Osage County (MTC), Away, Brothers Wreck,
Night on Bald Mountain, Dance of Death, Timeshare
(Malthouse), Les Liasions Dangereues (Sydney
Theatre Company). His recent opera credits include
Tosca for Opera Queensland; The Magic Flute
for the Lyric Opera of Chicago; The Riders (VSO/
Malthouse); Anything Goes for Opera Australia;
Otello for Cape Town Opera, Western Australia
Opera and Opera Queensland; A Midsummer Night’s
Dream for Houston Grand Opera, Canadian Opera
and Lyric Opera of Chicago; Ariadne Auf Naxos for
the Welsh National Opera and Boston Lyric Opera
and Marriage of Figaro for Opera Australia and The
Welsh National Opera.

Dale is the recipient of multiple Helpmann Awards for
August: Osage County. In 2018 he received a Green
Room Award for Away and most recently in 2019
five Green Room Awards for Counting and Cracking.
He was also nominated for a Drama Desk Award
and two Tony Awards in 2009 for Set and Costume
Design of the Broadway adaption of Exit the King.
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Pomsel is released
from Buchenwald.

The Ministry of
Propaganda bunker
is surrendered to
Russian forces.
Pomsel is in the bunker
when it is surrendered,
and is interrogated
and imprisoned
in Buchenwald
Concentration Camp
under the command
of the USSR.

Pomsel arrives home
from a party as bombing
starts over Berlin. Her
family is evacuated as
their apartment block
burns to the ground.

Pomsel’s Jewish
friend Eva Löwenthal is
deported to Auschwitz.

Begins working at the
Ministry of Propaganda
led by Joseph Goebbels.

Pomsel falls in love
with Jewish artist Fritz
Gottfried Kirchbach,
who illustrated
Social Democratic
Party posters.
Kirchbach moves back
to Amsterdam where
his wife, children, and
other girlfriends live.

Bley leaves and Pomsel
transfers to the Press
Department, where her
shorthand abilities are
celebrated.

Bley and Pomsel work
at Broadcasting House
after all the Jewish
directors are fired. At
Bley’s encouragement,
she joins the Nazi Party.

Votes for the Social
Democratic Party in the
Reichstag elections.

Meets Wulf Bley, a Nazi
and WWI pilot. She
helps write his memoirs.

At 21, Pomsel votes
for the Nazi Party.

Takes a job with Jewish
lawyer and insurance
agent Dr Goldberg.

Finds work at a
Jewish Bookshop.
Meets her first boyfriend Heinz, a journalist
with Nazi connections.

She signs a two-year
contract to work at
Gläsinger & Co.

Pomsel leaves
school at 15.

The Pomsels live in
the well-off Berlin
district of Südende.

He returns unharmed.
She now has four
younger brothers.

Pomsel's father serves
in Russia during WWI.

Brunhilde Pomsel
is born.

1950

1945

1944

1943

1942

1939

1938

1936

1934

1933

1932

1930

1929

1927

1926

1923

1919

1918

1914

Germany surrenders. After
Japan surrenders, WWII ends.

Soviets capture the Reich
Chancellery in Berlin.

Hitler commits suicide

Soviets and US troops
meet up in Central Berlin

Allied and Soviet forces
liberate a series of
concentration camps

Death March from Auschwitz
SS units kill thousands
of prisoners, and brutally
evacuate those remaining
on foot.

Attempt to Assasinate Hitler
The plot by disaffected
German military officers, rightwing politicians, police officials,
and diplomats fails.

D-Day June 6, Allied forces land
at Normandy after deceiving
German intelligence about the
location of the attacks. By late
August, Paris is liberated.

The Battle of Berlin
Britain’s second major air
raid in Berlin causes immense
devastation, killing 2,000 people
and leaving 175,000 homeless.

Wannsee Conference and
The Final Solution Hitler
authorises the systematic
genocide of the Jewish
people. Attendees of the 1942
Wannsee Conference discuss
options for its implementation.

WWII begins as Germany
invades Poland. Britain
and France declare war on
Germany two days later.

Kristallnacht Goebbels incites a
night of violence against Jewish
people. The following day some
30,000 Jewish people are sent
to concentration camps.

Olympic Games are held in Berlin.

Hitler becomes Führer
When president von
Hindenburg dies, Hitler merges
the roles of Chancellor and
President to create the allpowerful role of Führer.
The Nuremberg Laws
decitizenise Jewish people and
restrict their freedoms - making
it illegal for Aryan and Jewish
people to marry or have sex.

The Nazis organise a boycott
of Jewish businesses, which
is violently enforced.

The Enabling Act hands
legislative power over to the
Nazi cabinet, bypassing the
Reichstag. Hitler bans all other
political parties from Germany.

Hitler appointed Chancellor
The Vice Chancellor and
President believe they can
control Hitler.
Reichstag fire
The Nazis use the burning of
Parliament to pass a decree
banning the Communist Party
and suspending civil liberties.

Presidential elections
Hitler is disappointed after
receiving 36.8% of the vote.
Paul von Hindenburg is named
President with 53%.
Reichstag elections
37% of voters support the
Nazis. The Party now holds 230
parliamentary seats.

The Great Depression
Unemployment in Germany
increases by 30%.

The Munich Putsch
The Nazis attempt a coup.
Hitler is sent to Landsberg
prison for his role, where he
writes Mein Kampf.

Hyperinflation begins when
the Government prints money
to pay striking workers. Living
costs begin to rise rapidly.

The Weimar Constitution
Germany’s new democratic
Government is overseen by a
President and Chancellor, and
incorporates a Parliament called the Reichstag.

The Armistice is signed
and fighting ends. Defeat is a
shock for Germany and fuels
rhetoric blaming Jewish and
communist “enemies within”.

WWI Begins

For a more detailed timeline
of events, please click here

The Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich

1911

The Life of
Brunhilde Pomsel

Additional resources
TIMELINES
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This document incorporates text and information from the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum website

1911

A German Life Timeline

Brunhilde Pomsel is
born on January 11

The rise and fall of the Third Reich +
Brunhilde Pomsel’s Life

She is the first-born child.

1914

1914

Pomsel’s father, a painter
and director, serves in
Russia during WWI

World War I begins

1918

1918

Pomsel’s father
returns unharmed

The Armistice is signed and fighting ends

For the German people, the defeat is an enormous shock, which
lends momentum to the “stab-in-the-back” legend. This claims
internal “enemies”—primarily Jewish people and communists—
sabotaged the German war effort.

She now has four
younger brothers.

1919

1919

Pomsel and her family
live in the well-off Berlin
district of Südende

The Treaty of Versailles ends WWI

Is signed on June 28. Germany’s newly-formed democratic
Government see the treaty as a “dictated peace” with harsh terms.
Among other provisions, the treaty limits German military power.

The Weimar Constitution

The Government is constituted by a President, a Chancellor, and
a Parliament – called the Reichstag. The President is elected by a
popular vote for a seven-year term, controls the military, and can call
new Reichstag elections. The Chancellor was responsible for day-today operations of the Government.

1923

Hyperinflation begins

The Government prints more money to pay striking workers in the Ruhr.
Prices begin to rise rapidly; a loaf of bread cost 250 marks in January
1923 and rises to 200,000 million marks by November 1923.

The Munich Putsch

The Nazis attempt a failed putsch. Hitler is sent to Landsberg prison for
his role. There, he writes Mein Kampf – laying out his ideas for Germany.

1926

The Bamberg Conference

Hitler meets with leading Nazis to reorganise the Party
and cement his authority.

1929

Wall Street Crash

With the onsert of the Great Depression,
Unemployment in Germany climbs reaching 30 per cent in 1932.

1927

After leaving school at age 15,
Pomsel works at Gläsinger & Co.

1929

Pomsel finds work at a Jewish bookshop
during the bitter winter of 1929.

Pomsel meets her first boyfriend Heinz
a journalist with ties to the Nazis.

1930

Pomsel’s father finds her a job

She is offered a four-week trial with Jewish
lawyer and insurancee agent Dr Hugo
Goldberg. She stays for 3 years.

1932

Presidential elections

Hitler is disappointed after receiving 36.8
per cent of the vote, while 53 per cent
of the vote flows to Paul von Hindenburg
who is named President.

Reichstag elections

The Nazis win 230 seats in the election,
making them the largest party in the
Parliament. 37 per cent of voters support
Hitler and the Nazis.

1932

Pomsel votes for the first time

At 21 she votes in support of the Nazi Party.

Meets Wulf Bley

Pomsel is introduced to Lieutenant Wulf Bley –
a decorated WW1 pilot. He is a member of the SA –
the Nazis’ paramilitary wing. She begins helping him
write his memors.
In the July Reichstag elections, Pomsel does not
vote for the Nazi Party, instead backing the Social
Democratic Party.

1933

Hitler appointed Chancellor

On January 30. Vice Chancellor Franz von Papen and President
Paul von Hindenburg believe they can control Hitler.

Reichstag fire

1933

Begins working at
Broadcasting House
Wulf Bley is offered a radio
job after all the Jewish
directors were banned from
employment. Bley asks
Pomsel to come with him.

Fire rips through the Reichstag building. Dutch Communist Van der Lubbe
is arrested and executed for the crime. The Nazis use the fire to pass a
decree banning the Communist Party and suspend some civil liberties.
Bley suggests Pomsel join the
Nazi Party, which she does.
The Enabling Act
Bley
is quickly promoted to the
March 23. The Enabling Act passes the Reichstag, giving powers
Board
of Directors and Pomsel
of legislation to Hitler’s cabinet for four years. Hitler proclaims the
is given a beautiful office at
Nazi Party is the only political party permitted in Germany.
Broadcasting House.

Dachau Concentration Camp

The early concentration camps primarily held political prisoners.
Dachau was followed by Ravensbrueck for women, Sachsenhausen
north of Berlin, and Buchenwald near Weimar in central Germany.

Boycott of Jewish businesses

The Nazis organise a boycott and the SA is used to intimidate customers.

Establishment of the Gestapo

The official secret police of Nazi Germany is created by Hermann Göring.

1934

The Night of the Long Knives

Hitler removes Nazi leaders accused of trying to overthrow him. Most
of the SA leadership are murdered without trial, and the SS takes
over the organisation’s paramilitary role. Concentration Camps are
unified under SS control.

Hitler Becomes Führer

Hindenburg dies of lung cancer. Hitler merges the roles of Chancellor
and President to create the role of Führer – Germany’s sole leader.

1934

Move to the press
department

Pomsel transfers to the press
department at Broadcasting
House. Her shorthand allows
her to take down whole
speeches and she is a
huge success.

1935

Violation of Versailles Treaty

The treaty requires Germany’s military remain
small. Hitler unilaterally cancels the military
clauses and the League of Nations does
nothing to stop him.

Nuremberg Laws signed

The Nazis pass the Nuremberg Laws that
restrict freedoms for Jewish people and seek
to define who should be considered Jewish.
The laws state only Aryans can be German
citizens. It becomes illegal for Aryans and
Jewish people to marry or have sex.

1936

Olympic Games
Held in Berlin

1938
Kristallnacht

Goebbels uses the killing of a German
diplomat by a Jewish Polish citizen to rile Hitler
supporters into an antisemitic frenzy. A night of
violence targeting Jewish people follows. The
following day some 30,000 Jewish people are
arrested and sent to concentration camps..

1939

WWII Begins

Germany invades Poland. Britain and
France declare war on Germany two
days later.

1941
Nazis invade Soviet Union

Nazi Germany launches a surprise attack against the
Soviet Union, its ally in the war against Poland.

Hitler authorises Europe-wide mass
murder scheme
Soon after the invasion, mobile killing units begin
annihilating entire Soviet Jewish communities.

1936

Pomsel meets and falls in love
with Fritz Gottfried Kirchbach

The Jewish artist is well-known for illustrating
the Social Democrats’ political posters.
At the end of the year, Kirchbach relocates
back to Amsterdam where his wife, children,
and other girlfriends live.

1942

Wannsee Conference and
The Final Solution

The ‘Final Solution’ was the code name for the
systematic and deliberate genocide of the Jewish
people. Hitler authorised the scheme in 1941
and attendees of the 1942 Wannsee Conference
discussed options for its implementation.

Auschwitz II-Birkenau killing centre built

1942

Pomsel works at the
Ministry for Propaganda

Initially, Pomsel works Kurt Frowein – one of four
personal assistants to Goebbels. When Frowein
is promoted, he tries to take Pomsel with him but
Werner Naumann – Goebbels’ Undersecretary –
wants to keep her, as she is too valuable.

Invasion of Russia towards Stalingrad

Deportation of Jewish people fom the Netherlands

German authorities begin deportations from the Westerbork, Amersfoort, and Vught camps in the
Netherlands to killing centres and concentration camps in Germany and German-occupied Poland.

Gassing operations begin at Treblinka

Between July 1942 and November 1943, the SS special detachment at Treblinka murders an estimated
925,000 Jewish people and an unknown number of Poles, Roma, and Soviet prisoners of war at Treblinka 2.

Death penalty for aiding Jewish people

In much of German-occupied eastern Europe, protecting a Jewish person was deemed a capital offence.

Roundups of Norweigan Jewish people

With the assistance of Norweigan collaborators, the Germans begin rounding up Jewish people.
The Germans eventually deport approximately 770 people to killing centres.

1943

Germany loses Stalingrad

Soviet forces halt the German advance at Stalingrad and
launch a counter-offensive in mid-November 1942. After
months of fierce fighting and heavy casualties, the German
forces surrender. The battle is a turning point in the war –
beginning the long retreat westward that leads to Nazi
Germany’s May 1945 surrender.

Liquidation of the Krakow Ghetto

From March 13–16, 1943, SS and police authorities liquidate
the Krakow ghetto, killing about 2,000 Jewish people.
Thousands more were transported to concentration camps
where they were forced into slave labour or killed.

1943

Pomsel’s Jewish friend
Eva Löwenthal is deported
to Auschwitz
Bombing starts over Berlin
As Pomsel travels home from a
birthday party. She hurries down
to the bomb shelter. The family
are eventually evacuated as the
apartment block burns to the ground.

April–May 1943, Warsaw Ghetto Uprising

German forces intend to liquidate the Warsaw ghetto, but renewed deportations trigger an armed uprising.
Though vastly outnumbered and outgunned, individuals and small groups of Jewish people hide and fight
off the Germans for almost a month.

Solibor Uprising

Jewish prisoners at the Sobibor killing centre begin an armed revolt. About 300 escape.
SS recapture and kill about 100.

Operation Harvest Festival

To prevent further resistance, SS chief Heinrich Himmler orders the killing of surviving Jewish people in the
Lublin District of German-occupied Poland. Approximately 42,000 Jews are killed in mass shootings.

The Battle of Berlin

The RAF’s second major raid was the most effective raid on Berlin. They caused immense devastation and
loss of life in Berlin – killing 2,000 people and rendering 175,000 homeless. The following night, 1,000 were
killed and 100,000 made homeless.

1944

German troops occupy Hungary

Hungarian authorities order Jewish citizens living outside Budapest (roughly 500,000)
to concentrate in certain cities. Those areas are enclosed and referred to as ghettos.

Hungarian deportation

Hungarian officials deport around 440,000 Jewish people. Most are sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau
and killed upon arrival. Thousands of others are sent to the border with Austria to dig fortification
trenches. By the end of July 1944, the only Jewish community left in Hungary was in Budapest.

Deportation from Theresienstadt

German authorities deport 7,003 German, Austrian, and Czech Jews from the camp-ghetto
Theresienstadt to Auschwitz-Birkenau. Upon arrival, the prisoners are incarcerated.

D-Day

On June 6, 1944, US, British, and Canadian troops land on the beaches of Normandy. A successful Allied
deception plan led the Germans to believe the main attacks would instead take place near Calais and the
Belgian border. Allied forces began the liberation of northern France in late July. By mid-August,
Allied troops have destroyed much of the German army in Normandy and by late August, Free French
forces liberated Paris.

“Czech Family Camp” at Auschwitz liquidated
Attempt to assassinate Hitler

German military officers attempt to assassinate Adolf Hitler in his East Prussian headquarters
at Rastenburg. In addition to disaffected military officers, the plot involves traditional right-wing
conservative politicians, police officials, and diplomats. Hitler survived and the coup attempt failed.

Liberation of Lublin-Majdanek

Soviet forces liberate the Lublin-Majdanek concentration camp and find fewer than 500 prisoners.
The SS had evacuated most of the prisoners to concentration camps further west.
Majdanek was the first major concentration camp to be liberated.

Warsaw Polish Uprising

The Warsaw uprising begins. On August 1, 1944, the Polish Home Army, a resistance army,
rises against the German occupation in an effort to liberate Warsaw.

Liquidation of Gypsy Family Camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau

The SS liquidates the Gypsy family camp – transporting 1,408 Roma (Gypsies) to Buchenwald
concentration camp and killing the remaining 2,897 inmates.

Liquidation of the Lodz Ghetto

SS and police units liquidate the Lodz ghetto, deporting more than 60,000 Jewish people
and an undetermined number of Roma (Gypies) to Auschwitz-Birkenau.

Liberation of Natzweiler-Struthof

US troops liberate the Natzweiler-Struthof concentration camp, where between 19,000 and
20,000 people died. As Allied forces approached, the SS authorities had evacuated the camp
and sub-camps – forcing prisoners to march over long distances under brutal conditions towards
the Dachau concentration camp.

Himmler orders demolition of Auschwitz gas chambers and crematoria
During the SS attempt to destroy evidence of mass killings, prisoners are
forced to dismantle and dynamite the structures.

Last Gassing at Hartheim

At Hartheim Castle, German authorities carry out the last gassing of inmates. Between April 1940
and December 1944, the Germans kill approximately 30,000 individuals at Hartheim, the majority
are people with disabilities.

1945

1945

Death March from Auschwitz

High level official Hans
Fritzsche surrenders and the

As Soviet troops approach, SS units begin the evacuation of prisoners
Ministry of Public
from the Auschwitz complex, marching them on foot towards the interior
of the German Reich. SS units force nearly 60,000 prisoners to march
Enlightenment and
after killing thousands in the days before the marches began. Guards
Propaganda Bunker is
shoot anyone who falls behind or can’t continue. Prisoners also
taken by Soviet forces.
suffer from the cold weather, starvation, and exposure.
Pomsel is in the bunker when
Soviets liberate Auschwitz
it is surrendered. She is
interrogated and imprisoned in
The Soviet army enters Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Monowitz and
Buchenwald Concentration
liberates around 7,000 prisoners, most of whom are ill and dying.
Camp by the Soviets.

Yalta Conference

Winston Churchill, Franklin Roosevelt, and Joseph Stalin meet at Yalta in the Soviet Union to
discuss the post-war order. They agree on the complete de-Nazification of Germany and the division
of the country into zones of occupation, laying the ground for an East-West German division.

Yalta Agreement

Stalin, Roosevelt, and Churchill mutually agree to turnover any POWs found during liberation of camps
to their origin country. For Russian soldiers, this is a blow – Stalin considers Russian prisoners traitors to
communism. Ultimately, two million putative Soviet citizens are returned to the communists; many are either
executed or sent to die in the Gulag.

Allied and Soviet forces liberate a series of camps

As they advance toward Berlin, US, British and Soviet forces liberate the camps and subcamps at
Buchenwald, Bergen-Belsen, Flossenbürg, Dachau, and Ravensbrück. Brutal evacuations cost thousands
of prisoners their lives as the liberating forces approach. Upon entering the camps, many of the liberating
soldiers are overwhelmed by the horrendous conditions they find.

German forces in the Ruhr surrender to the US Army
Evacuation of Prisoners from Sachsenhausen camp

SS camp guards forcefully evacuate 33,000 prisoners, marching them north-west on the night of
April 20–21, 1945. Eventually, the structure of the marches disintegrated: guards fled and prisoners –
while severely unwell – had more opportunities to escape.

Soviet and US Troops meet up in Eastern Germany
Hitler commits suicide

As Soviet forces near his command bunker in central Berlin on April 30, 1945, Adolf Hitler
commits suicide. Berlin falls to the Soviets within days. Before his death, Hitler requests an official
report stating he died in battle and an order to the German people to keep on fighting.

Goebbels and his wife poison their children and then commit suicide
Soviets capture the Reich Chancellery in Berlin

Allied forces liberate Neuengamme and Mauthausen camps
Germany surrenders

German armed forces surrender unconditionally in the west.

Allies divide up Germany and Berlin; the Soviets take over East Berlin
US, British, and French occupying forces move into West Berlin
The US drops atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Japan Surrenders and WWII offically ends

1950

In January 1950 Pomsel is
released from Buchenwald
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Additional resources
Following are a selection of articles and reviews of the Bridge Theatre’s production of A German
Life in London and the 2016 film documentary on which it was based

EDUCATION
RESOURCE

Set designer – Anna Fleischle I design from the inside - https://www.
whatsonstage.com/london-theatre/news/anna-fleischle-designer-one-of-themysteries-of-th_40413.html

CONTENTS

Bridge Theatre
https://bridgetheatre.co.uk/whats-on/a-german-life/

RUNDOWN & WARNINGS
THEMES, PRODUCTION
& CURRICULUM
BEFORE THE SHOW
AFTER THE SHOW
ABOUT THE COMPANY
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

A list of London reviews on Playbill https://www.playbill.com/article/read-reviews-for-christopher-hamptons-agerman-life-marking-maggie-smiths-return-to-the-london-stage
The Guardian – Review by Michael Billington 13 April 2019
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/apr/12/a-german-life-reviewmaggie-smith-shines-as-goebbels-secretary
Variety - Review by Matt Trueman 15 April 2019
https://variety.com/2019/legit/reviews/german-life-review-maggie-smith1203189853/#article-comments
What’s On Stage - Review by Sarah Crompton 12 April 2019
https://www.whatsonstage.com/london-theatre/reviews/maggie-smith-agerman-life-bridge_48886.html
Hollywood Reporter 'A German Life': Theatre Review by Leslie Felperin 17 April
2019
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/a-german-life-theater-1202599
One Minute Theatre reviews - Apr 29, 2019
Maggie Smith in A German Life - review
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nh-0_xU1dgM
Information and review of the documentary film A German Life
The documentary film – Questions and Answers with the directors Christian
Krones and Florian Weigensamer https://bridgetheatre.co.uk/qa-with-christian-krones-and-florian-weigensamer/

A German Life
http://www.a-german-life.com/
New York Times – Review by Ben Kenigsberg 21
December 2017
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/21/movies/agerman-life-review-goebbels-secretary.html
Culture Trip – Review by Lily Cichanowicz 8
September 2016 - Spotlight On 'A German Life'
Documentary
https://theculturetrip.com/europe/germany/articles/
spotlight-on-a-german-life-documentary/
World Socialist Web Site review of the
documentary - by Bernd Reinhardt, Verena Nees
27 May 2017

The documentary ends with an urgent
warning not to forget the dead of Buchenwald
concentration camp. The images of stacked
corpses recall another recent documentary. The
film Fuocoammare—Fire at Sea by Gianfranco Rosi,
which won the main prize at the Berlinale in 2016,
showed dozens of intertwined corpses of African
refugees in the hold of a refugee boat.
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2017/05/27/
revi-m27.html
Meet the maker: designer Dale Ferguson sets the
scene for our stars of stage
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/meet-themaker-designer-dale-ferguson-sets-the-scenefor-our-stars-of-stage-20150317-1437vk.html
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Guide for Writing a Critical Response

26 Feb - 14 Mar 2021

Opening Paragraph
When

Language Features:
• Usually in past tense
• Uses subject-specific language
• Descriptive language
• Third person voice
• Analytical language
• Modality (how certain we are about something)
• Cast and crew referred to by their full names
or last name
• In text references (quotes or specific moments)

What
Where
Plot

Overview of the production
and the intent of the
playwright...
The artistic contributors –
director, set designer, lighting,
costume

1st Paragraph - Who
How theatrical elements are
communicated through the
actors...

2nd Paragraph - What else
Describe a key moment or
scene from the production

Actor’s name
Character they played

1st Paragraph: Who

Discuss how they engage the
audience - movement, voice
Give examples

3rd Paragraph - Technical aspects
Describe a key moment or
scene from the production

How were the theatrical
elements combined to
communicate meaning to the
audience?

Concluding Paragraph - Summarises the viewers opinion
Your overall thoughts about
the production.
Note: This is not a rating of
the production.
What made it stand out?

How were sets, lights, props and
costumes used to communicate
meaning to the audience?

What did it make you think?

